
Company introduction



Datacenter-security
Secure data center with

100% renewable energy

and focus on sustainability

Safespring
Scandinavian 

Company offering

nordic IaaS and PaaS.

Compliance

Regulatory compliance

for GDPR. No data 

transfer to 3:rd countries

Open Standard 
flexibility, control over data, 

interoperability, cost savings, 

data portability, innovation



Infrastructure as a service for 
all your compute and storage
needs.

Safespring is a cloud service 
provider with a focus on 
security, compliance, and 
open standards. 

By being based on open
source and adhering to open
standards, Safespring offers 
high compatibility, 
transparency, and security.



Safespring Datacenter security



Safespring provides highly reliable and 
secure data centers, powered entirely by 
renewable energy sources for a truly green 
solution. 

Our Stockholm Norr datacenter not only uses
100% green energy but also recycles its
generated heat back into the district heating
network, providing warmth for thousands of
Stockholm homes each year. 

This ongoing commitment to sustainable
practices is echoed in our constant drive for 
more energy-efficient data center designs, 
including innovative measures like raising
the floor levels to reduce cooling needs. With
Safespring, you can trust in robust data 
center services that align with a sustainable
and eco-friendly future.

Sto1 Dco1

Sto2 Sto4 – Private Cloud

Osl1 Sto3 – Private Cloud



APPLIKATION CUSTOMER

PARTNERS &

CUSTOMERS

Building an Ecosystem of Open, 
Transparent, and Secure Cloud 
Services in Europe
The European market is undergoing a transformation 
towards an ecosystem of cloud services that prioritize
openness, transparency, and security.

Federation Providing seamless
access to infrastructure, platform, 
and application services.

Standardized Interfaces Adopting
standardized API and functionality
to simplify cloud service use.

Decentralized Services Creating 
resilient services spread out to minimize
the risk of service disruptions.



APPLIKATION CUSTOMER

PARTNERS &

CUSTOMERS

Safespring, a trusted member of the 
EU federated ecosystem, prioritizes
GDPR compliance, open standard 
interfaces, and digital sovereignty. 

Our service offers you greater data 
control, improved performance, and 
enhanced protection, all while
supporting local initiatives. We
deliver resilient, decentralized
services to minimize disruptions, 
with standardized interfaces for 
ease of use, giving you seamless
access to various cloud services.





Safespring offers bespoke infrastructure
services, including Compute and 
Storage, as well as Backup-as-a-Service. 

As part of our eco-system, our trusted
partners provide various platform
services such as container and 
database-as-a-service, alongside data 
scientist platforms for modeling and 
training of algorithms. 

Combined with our green, renewable-
energy powered data centers, we
ensure high reliability, security, and 
sustainability for your cloud computing
needs.



Operation | Safespring DevOps

The Safespring 
Cloud platform

Safespring SeterSafespring NaustSafespring Smie

Safespring Storage
Self-service through

portal, S3-API

Safespring Compute
Self-service through 
portal, Flexibility, API

Packer Terraform Loki

Ansible Calico Prometeus

Grafana Packer Ansible

Gitlab GitHub HAproxy

DevOps CI/CD Security Monitoring

Third-party applications based on open-source 
for installation, monitoring and maintenance.

Safespring’s tools for developing, building and 
provisioning of our services.

Safespring's cloud platform is built on some of 
the worlds largest open source projects

Safespring’s services. Automatically commissioned 
based on the function templates that are created.

Safespring security is based on a risk-oriented 
approach, based on best practices according to ISO-
27001 standard



Operation | Safespring DevOps

Safespring SeterSafespring NaustSafespring Smie

Safespring Storage
Self-service through

portal, S3-API

Safespring Compute
Self-service through 
portal, Flexibility, API

Packer Terraform Loki

Ansible Calico Prometeus

Grafana Packer Ansible

Gitlab GitHub HAproxy

DevOps CI/CD Security Monitoring

Safespring develops customer-centric
services using modern DevOps
practices and secure, ISO-27001-aligned 
processes. 

Our infrastructure is built on reliable x86 
architecture and robust open-source 
software. 

Available via a user-friendly GUI or open
API, our services support seamless
automation, all within our eco-friendly, 
renewable-energy powered data 
centers.



Main trends that re-shapes the IT infrastructure market

Data 
Sovereignty

Safespring cloud services 
comply with EU/local
regulations and provide
benefits such as data 
sovereignty, compliance, 
security, privacy, and cost
savings.

Legislative 
landscape

Safespring offers 
GDPR-compliant
services to enhance
data governance, 
compliance, and 
transparency while
protecting customer
data.

Open
standards

Safespring cloud
services prevent vendor
lock-in and provide
flexibility, control, and 
compliance through
open standard 
interfaces.

Disruptive
market

eSam coordinates secure, 
efficient, and compliant 
cloud services for the 
Swedish public sector, 
co-developed with the 
industry.



Safespring presents a compelling alternative 
to global hyperscale cloud services, offering
GDPR-compliant, European cloud services. 
These services ensure data sovereignty and 
adherence to EU regulations, improving data 
security and privacy while reducing latency. 

Open standard interfaces allow flexibility, cost
savings, and vendor-agnostic data control. 
Safespring supports the EU's Data Strategy
2030 and values open-source technology for 
its innovation potential. We're not just a 
service provider, but a partner, invested in the 
growth of the European cloud ecosystem
and the local economy.



Target market 
customer
segments

Private SaaS-companies Safespring's customers
offer SaaS solutions to R&E, Public, and Health 
Care sectors with strict compliance requirements.

Research & Education Safespring dominates
the R&E market with unparalleled offerings
and desirable framework agreements.

The Public Sector Safespring leverages its R&E 
position to establish a strong foothold in the 
Public sector's cautious compliance requirements.

The Health Care Sector Safespring processes
and stores large amounts of personal data in a 
compliant manner, making it ideal for health
care and R&E research projects.



Target market 
customer
segments

Safespring is a trusted cloud service provider
targeting private SaaS companies, research 
and education institutions, the public sector, 
and the healthcare sector. 

With unparalleled offerings and desirable
framework agreements, we dominate the 
R&E market. Leveraging our R&E expertise, 
we establish a strong foothold in the public 
sector, meeting cautious compliance
requirements. 

Safespring's secure and compliant data 
processing makes us an ideal choice for 
healthcare and R&E research projects. Trust 
us for tailored solutions and unmatched
support.


